1. Introduction. Ayresf has shown that if M is a compact continuous curve in the plane which does not separate the plane and T is a reversibly continuous transformation of M into a subset of itself, then T leaves some point of M invariant. He also proves similar theorems for special cases of non-planar continuous curves. The purpose of this paper is to extend these results to certain types of continua which are not connected im kleinen.
1. Introduction. Ayresf has shown that if M is a compact continuous curve in the plane which does not separate the plane and T is a reversibly continuous transformation of M into a subset of itself, then T leaves some point of M invariant. He also proves similar theorems for special cases of non-planar continuous curves. The purpose of this paper is to extend these results to certain types of continua which are not connected im kleinen.
2. Preliminary theorem and lemmas. We prove first the following preliminary theorems and lemmas.
Theorem I. If M is a compact continuum in a metric space but is not an indecomposable continuum, and if T is any reversibly continuous transformation of M into a subset of itself, then some proper subcontinuum N of M contains a point of TiN), the image of N under T.
Proof. If T carries M into a proper subset of itself, then P(Af) contains its image P2(Af) and the theorem is true. Suppose then that T carries M into itself. It can easily be shown that if M is not indecomposable, it does not contain two mutually exclusive composants. The transformation T carries a composant of M into a composant of M. It has been shown that a composant}: of a continuum is the sum of a countable number of continua Ni, Nt, Ni, • ■ • , where for each integer i, Ni contains 7Vj_i.
Let V be any composant of M, and let T(V) be its image under T. Then V and TiV), by what was said above, must have a point in common. Let V be expressed as ^4" t Vi; where for each integer i, Vi is a continuum which contains Vi-i. Then T(V) =^2"_1T(Vi) where for each integer i, P(F<) is the image of Vi under T and is a continuum which contains P(F",-_i). For some integer/, V¡ contains a point of TiV,), for if we suppose the contrary to be true, it is obvious that V contains no point of TiV), contradicting the fact that V and T(V) have a point in common. V,-is therefore a continuum satisfying the conclusions of the theorem. Lemma 1. If M is a compact continuum in a metric space and M is not an indecomposable continuum and contains no continuum which is the sum of two continua whose common part is disconnected, and if T is a reversibly continuous transformation of M into a subset of itself and neither T nor P_1 carries a proper subcontinuum of M into itself, then there is a proper subcontinuum L0 of M such that L0 contains a point of T(L0) but such that for n > 1, the common part of L0 and Tn(L0) is vacuous.
Proof. By Theorem I, some proper subcontinuum K0 of M contains a point of its image T(K0) ■ For each positive or negative integer n, let K" designate Tn(K0). By a hypothesis of the theorem, K0 is not identical with K\, for suppose K0 = Ki. Then K0 is a proper subcontinuum of M which is carried into itself by T. Furthermore K0Ki is not identical with K0 or with Ki', for suppose Ko • Ki is identical with K0. Then T carries K0 into a subset of itself. Consider the continuum A =IXT-ojK"-Then T(A)=A, and T carries A, a proper subcontinuum of M, into itself. Similarly, if Ko ■ Ki is identical with Ki, T~l carries a proper subcontinuum of M into itself; thus we have a contradiction of a hypothesis of the theorem.
There exists an integer r such that the XIí-o^í is n°t vacuous but such thatXIíí¿^i is vacuous. This can be shown as follows. K0Ki is not vacuous. Suppose IIi»o^» contains a point for each integer s. Then B =IX^=0ürn is not vacuous and is a proper subcontinuum of M which is carried into itself by T, which is, again, a contradiction of a hypothesis of the theorem. Let L0 be the continuum IJi^ir,-, where r is an integer such thatU<-0-K> is not vacuous butJTj^/vi is vacuous. For each integer i, let Li -T^Lo). Then Pi isXTï-1^»-¿VPi is not vacuous since PoPi=II<_o^i which is not vacuous. L0L2 is vacuous. For suppose L0 contains a point of P2. Then ÜHo^« cor>tains a point P of LCt^/vi. It follows that P is in IIíí0-K\, which by hypothesis is vacuous. Furthermore L0 contains no point of Lr, r>2. For suppose the contrary and that 5 is the smallest integer greater than two such that L0 contains a point of L8. Consider the two continua, L0+L, and Li+L2+ ■ ■ ■ +P,_i. Their common part is the sum of the two mutually exclusive continua, L0 ■ Pi and P"_i • L". Then X^-o-^í is a subcontinuum of M which is the sum of two continua whose common part is disconnected. This is a contradiction of a hypothesis of the theorem. The lemma is therefore true.
Lemma 2. //, in a metric space, M is a compact non-degenerate continuum but is not an indecomposable continuum and does not contain a continuum which is the sum of two continua whose common part is disconnected, and if T is [July a reversibly continuous transformation of M into a subset of itself, then T carries some proper subcontmuum of M into itself.
Proof. Suppose T does not carry a proper subcontinuum of M into itself. Then by Lemma 1, there exists a sequence of subcontinua L0, Li, L2, • • • such that (1) for each positive and negative integer », Ln is T"iL0), (2) Ln and Ln±i have a point in common, but Ln and Ln+r, \r\ >1, do not have a point in common. Let V0 be an irreducible continuum from Z_i • L0 to Z0 ■ -C-i which is a subcontinuum of L0. Let Vn, for each positive or negative integer, designate P"(F0). Then since T is reversibly continuous, it can be easily shown that Vn is irreducible from Ln-i ■ Ln to Ln ■ Ln+i. Let P0 be a point of V0 not in Z,_i • L0 or Z0 • L\. There is such a point for otherwise Z,_i would contain a point of L\. For each positive or negative integer », let P" designate Pn(P0). Let M0 be an irreducible continuum from P0 to Pi which is a subset of Vo+Vi+Lo-Li.
Then since T is reversibly continuous, it follows that (1) Mn for each integer n is irreducible from P" to P"+i, (2) M" • Mn±i is not vacuous, but Mn-Mn+r, \r\ >1, is vacuous, (3) (M¿-f-Afi_i) • F< is an irreducible continuum from Z<_i • Li to Li ■ Li+i.
Since M is not indecomposable, M is the sum of two proper subcontinua H and K. One of these continua contains points of infinitely many of the continua M0, Mx, M2, • • • . Suppose H contains points of infinitely many of these continua. Let j be the smallest integer greater than or equal to zero such that H contains a point of M,-. Let r be any integer greater than 5 such that H contains a point of M,-+r. Let H' designate the common part of H and the continuum ^<íjM¿. But H' is itself a continuum since the common part of two subcontinua of M cannot be disconnected. H' must contain points of Lj+i-Lj+2-Mj+i, Li+2-Lj+i-Mj+2, • • • , Lj+r-fLj+r-i-Mf+r-t, since each of these continua separates M,-from Mj+r in X^tjAf,. It follows that H' contains P,+2, Pj+i, ■ ■ • , P,+r-2, since for each integer s, Pj+, lies in a subcontinuum of 2¡+1I¡ which is irreducible from Z,,+8_iZ,,+sto L¡+.-L¡+,+\. Then Consider the continuum C=Si" j+2^i. It is obvious that P(C) is a subset of C. It follows that C is identical with M, for otherwise C contains a proper subcontinuum of M which is carried into itself by T, contrary to hypothesis. But by the argument given above C is a subset of H; therefore H is identical with M. This contradicts the assumption that H is a proper subcontinuum of M. The lemma is therefore true.
3. A general theorem on fixed points. We may now prove the general theorem :
Theorem II. If M is a compact continuum in a metric space, and if M does not contain an indecomposable continuum and does not contain a continuum which is the sum of two continua whose common part is disconnected, then every reversibly continuous transformation of M into a subset of itself leaves some point of M invariant.
Proof. By Lemma 2, T carries some proper subcontinuum Mi of M into itself. Let Mi, M2, ■ ■ • , Mw, Ma+i, • ■ ■ be a well ordered sequence ß of subcontinua of M having the following properties: (1) for each ordinal number 0 which has an immediate predecessor, Me is a proper subcontinuum of Af«_i which is carried into itself by T; (2) for each ordinal number <p which has no immediate predecessor, M¿ is a proper subcontinuum of Ma which is carried into itself by T, where a is any ordinal which is less than <f> ; (3) if M\ is any non-degenerate continuum which belongs to the sequence ß, M\+x is a proper subcontinuum of M\ belonging to the sequence ß. Since M is metric, it is completely separable, and it follows that the sequence ß thus defined is countable. Therefore there exists a countable simple subsequence Mni, Mn2, • ■ ■ running through ß. That is, if M\ is any element of ß, there is an integer i such that Mni is a subcontinuum of M\. Since M is compact, the point set P=IJ"_1M"i is a compact continuum and is carried into itself by T, since each of the continua Mni is carried into itself by T. But P cannot be a nondegenerate continuum, for if it is, it has a proper subcontinuum which belongs to the sequence ß; and this contradicts the definitions of P and of the sequences ß and Mni. It follows that P is a point of M, invariant under T.
4. Applications to continua in the plane. We have now the following applications:
Theorem III. If M is a compact continuum in the plane which contains no indecomposable continuum, which does not separate the plane, and which contains no domain, then every reversibly continuous transformation of M into a subset of itself leaves some point invariant.
Proof. It follows from a theorem proved by S. Janiszewski* and also by Miss Mullikanf that a sufficient condition that a compact continuum M separate the plane is that M be the sum of two continua whose common If T2 leaves a point of / fixed, then obviously T leaves a point of D fixed. If T2 leaves a point P oí J fixed, then T carries some prime end EP of D into itself. Let Np be the continuum in the boundary of D associated with the prime end EP in the sense that every sequence of points of D converging to EP has a subsequence which converges in the usual sense to a point of Np. Then T carries NP into itself. N. E. Rutt* has shown that a necessary condition that such a continuum as NP shall be the whole boundary of D is that the boundary of D shall be indecomposable or the sum of two indecomposable subcontinua.
Since by hypothesis the boundary of D contains no indecomposable continuum, NP is a proper subcontinuum of the boundary of D. Np then is a compact continuum which does not separate the plane and which contains no domain. It satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem III; therefore T leaves some point of Np fixed. Thus, in any case, T leaves a point of D invariant.
5. An example. There exist continua which admit of no continuous transformation into themselves except the identity. We give below an example of a compact acyclic continuous curve in the plane having this property.
Let Ai be any arc in the plane of length 1. Let ^42 be the sum of Ai and two arcs of length 1/22 having no point in common with each other or with ^4i except that each has one end point at the midpoint of ^4i. For each integer », let En-i designate the set of points of ^4"_i of Menger order greater than two. Let An be the sum of An-i and « arcs of length 1/2" having no point in common with each other or with An-i except that they all have in common one * N. E. Rutt, Prime ends and indecomposability, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 41 (1935), pp. 265-273. end point which is the midpoint of a component of A «_i -Pn_i whose length is not less than the length of any other component of An-i-En-i. Let M =2~1t-i^t-Then M is obviously an acyclic continuous curve. Let K be the set of points of M of Menger order greater than two. From the definition of M it follows that no two points of K are of the same Menger order and that K is everywhere dense in M. Let T be any continuous transformation of M into itself. P carries a point of given Menger order into a point of the same Menger order and therefore leaves each point of K fixed. Since K is everywhere dense in M, T leaves each point of M fixed.
It should be noted that M is homeomorphic with a proper subset of itself. E. W. Miller* has given an example of an acyclic continuous curve which is not homeomorphic with any proper subset of itself, but which however does not have the property of the example we have given, since his acyclic continuous curve contains an arc which contains no points of Menger order greater than two. I have not been able to find an example of an acyclic continuous curve in the plane whose only transformation into a subset of itself is the identity. 
